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Playtest



Introduction

These last two weeks:
× Create a number of full scale tests

× Our users played all our levels
× Questionnaire 
× Short interview with members of our team

× Feedback will bring the game to its maximum potential

× Design a test
× Find a variety of testers (gender/age/experience)
× Perform a test
× Get feedback from an evaluation form
× Get feedback from a short interview
× Evaluate feedback
× Plan necessary changes



Designing the test

Having a very successful playtesting experience the last semester we decided to use the 
same recipe with only a few changes to get better quality feedback. 
We split the playtesting sessions in three parts :

× Testers playing the game while we take notes
× Testers filled in an evaluation form
× Short interview



Our testers

As subjects we chose family & friends from all ages. Since this game is not really meant 
to be sold we thought that choosing a vast variety of testers would allow us to find more 
bugs and also get some interesting suggestions on how we can improve our game.

× 12 Testers
× 5 Women
× 7 men
× 2 women above the age of 50
× 2 men above the age of 30
× 30% of our testers played game on a daily basis



Performing the test

Before the test:
× Make sure the testers have time
× Small preview of what we want to achieve in the game / background story

During the test :
× We encouraged the players to vocalize their thoughts
× Took notes of what excited them and what made them struggle
× Only interfered if they encountered a bug in order for them to get over it quickly 

so that it doesn’t affect the rest of the test



Evaluation form

 
× Evaluation in form of statements instead of questions
× Agree/disagree on a scale of 1-5
× More honest  than asking questions

The statements were split in 4 categories : 
× User Interface (skill / song selection, navigation)
× Visual effects (music to vfx relation, looks, balance )
× Gameplay (enemies,  skillset)
× Environments & Animation (level design, animations)



User Interface



Music Driven VFX



Gameplay



Environment & Animation
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 In the end we also asked our interviewers to just give a score for our game from 1 - 10.

We also asked our players to put their finger on where they thought our game was on 
the playtest matrix.



Suggestions

× UI:
× Add  descriptions to the skills and controls instruction
× Change the difficulty manually
× Youtube Support 

× Gameplay:
× Make the final Boss easier

× Assets:
× Make the jazz level look a bit more destroyed

× Other:
× Create a short cinematic background story (Adorable)
× Create more characters



Changes

× UI:
× Add description to the skills
× Skills selection procedure more intuitive
× Add a slider on the menus

× GamePlay:
× Decrease the damage of the final boss 
× Add bosses on the other two levels
× Create health packs

× Assets:
× Add/Polish some of the prop objects



Conclusion

× Our initial goals were met
× Found small but game breaking bugs that we had overlooked
× Small tweaks and updates for the final version
× Overall a success



Thank you for your time!

Any questions?


